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Molecular detector (Non)Technology in Mexico
Luis Reyes-Galindo1
“En política nunca anuncies, actúa…”
-Carlos Fuentes, La Silla del Águila

Introduction
While the relationship between scientific experts and the wider society they are immersed in has
been a salient topic for contemporary STS (Collins and Evans 2002, Wynne 1992, Jasanoff
1990), as Shrum (2005) has pointed out, there has been no sustained effort to examine such
issues in “peripheral” science and technology contexts. Sagasti (1973) has also remarked that the
relationship that “underdeveloped” countries have with science and technology, and with the
“developed” nations where it is produced, is a complex one that cannot be understood by simply
transposing the structures found in “Global North” scholarship to the “Global South” (GN and
GS, henceforth). Unlike in the GN, where power, development and political legitimacy have
been historically closely linked to science and technology (Jasanoff 2004), in the GS scientific
and technological cultures are often at a loss in inter-institutional settings (Rodríguez Medina
2014, Shrum and Shenhav 1995). STS in the GS faces the dual challenge of exploring how
scientific knowledge and expertise are shaped across cultures, and how differences in institutional
power relations should be scrutinized – particularly when the exchanges involve flows across
North-South boundaries (Kreimer 2006).
This paper presents a case study of how a particular instance of “technology transfer”
from GN to GS played out in Mexico. The case is relevant to contemporary discussion of the
impact of technological expertise precisely because, unlike GN contexts, in Mexico a full culture
of evidence-based policymaking is generally lacking amongst the political elite and bureaucracy.
Empirical studies in Mexican science-policymaking relations show that, in contrast to traditional
outlooks on politics and governance, “non-knowledge” and “managed ignorance” are acceptable
tactics used by the Mexican State to exercise sovereignty and impart order (Mathews 2008, 2013;
Bonneuil et al. 2014), particularly in controversies that involve politics (Schoijet and
Worthington 1993) and organized crime (García-Deister and López-Beltrán 2015).
The case involves so-called “molecular detectors” (MDs), artifacts that have periodically
appeared, disappeared and reincarnated into the global security and military market since the
early 1990s.1 Although MDs are claimed to work on a variety of scientific principles, direct
physical examinations of the devices has shown that the devices are empty plastic boxes with no
working electronic parts. Independent, double-blind testing has shown that MDs work no better
than chance. In addition, according to an extensive amount of investigative reporting,
independent citizen inquiries, whistle-blower accounts, judicial investigations and formal military
and scientific testing, these devices were never intended to work through sound scientific or
technological knowledge, yet were shrouded by manufacturers in a blanket of scientific discourse.
Manufacturers have claimed that solid scientific principles supported MD “technology,” but
existing evidence and recent legal rulings have reached the conclusion that – at least for the
devices involved in the Mexican case – MDs were always known to be non-functional by
manufacturers.2
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The paper focuses on how MDs were introduced in Mexico, on individual efforts by
scientists and “scientific skeptics” to influence political and legal institutions to ban MD use, and
on the institutional negligence that followed.3 The paper will challenge two assumptions in STS
discussions that, though valid in GN contexts, do not apply to the Mexican state: that science is
an institution that has deep (some would say, excessive) influence on policymaking, and that the
separation between “scientist” and “citizen” interests is unproblematic. The story of MD use in
Mexico could be written as a political farce in which top ranking military officials, senior civil
servants, security experts and the mass media were comically duped into spending millions of
dollars for useless plastic boxes, were it not for the fact that the use of these devices has had tragic
consequences for thousands of ordinary Mexicans. In the recent fraud conviction of MD
manufacturers in the UK, the gravity of the sentence handed out reflected the damage attributed
to MD use in high-risk settings.4 In Mexico, MDs have been used to illegally detain and
imprison thousands on what could be bogus drug-related and gun-trafficking charges: according
to recent investigative journalism, over 5,000 individuals have been detained based on MD
“proof,” despite no other evidence to support the charges; 1,980 remain in custody and 625 cases
of convictions to federal prisons have involved MDs.5
Could these wrongful convictions have been avoided? How can a peripheral country like
Mexico face the introduction or imposition of new technologies? What role is there for STS
scholarship in examining such cases? Like in other Mexican settings where science and
technology is resisted (Bonneuil et al. 2014, Brandt 2014), the importance of organised, critical
civil society is shown to be paramount in the Mexican case. The proposition here, however, is
that in techno-scientific peripheral countries like Mexico, the institutions of science are far from
generally being relevant actors within civil society, universally influential in important
government decisions where science comes directly into play, or see it as part of their aims to
produce social impact or justice even when there are opportunities for direct involvement. I
propose that in the Mexican context, rather than simply ‘curb the power’ of scientific institutions
when facing civil society to achieve social justice, STS may better act according to local needs by
encouraging science as part of civil society. It is by solidly building these links between science and
society that, in the present case, a country like Mexico could come to terms with imposed
technologies that are enforced from outside.
A note on terminology: the term (non)technology is introduced in the title to point out
that MDs displayed some of characteristics of “genuine” technology for a limited duration – if
one is to use “technology” in sociologically-informed sense – yet also missed the mark in other
crucial aspects. Just like “real” technology, (non)technology requires a social matrix on which to
thrive, but what makes the MD case challenging from an STS constructivist perspective is that
the dispersion of MDs depend almost exclusively on sociological elements. The MD case brings
to mind Winner’s (1993) classic challenge as to whether technological constructivism and other
related STS frameworks can – despite analytical successes – create a situated political stance in
cases that desperately require critical assessment of technology.
Molecular detectors and the Mexican “War on Drugs”
For more than a decade Mexico has been scarred by a prolonged “War on Drugs” between rival
drug cartels, organized crime and the government that has deeply affected its social fabric
(Campbell 2014). The conflict rapidly escalated in 2006 after controversial, full-scale
government military intervention became the official position to deal with the cartels’ increasing
power (Kellner and Pipitone 2010). The extreme violence, which to that point had almost
exclusively characterized inter-cartel conflicts, rapidly spread, accompanied by spine-chilling
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public displays of violence, as well as social deterioration far beyond any that the country had
previously experienced from drug trafficking (Vuillamy 2010, Hernández 2010). Anti-journalist
violence, police and military harassment, corruption, kidnapping and murder statistics
consistently place the country in the lowest end of global indicators on freedom of expression,
media independence, journalist deaths and human rights violations (Lutz 1996). Official figures
from the 2006-2012 presidential period place the death toll directly related to drug violence at
around 60,000; yet other governmental statistics point to more than 120,000 organized crime
violent deaths.6
It was in this context that in 2008 one of the widest-circulating national newspapers
featured an article on the Mexican Army’s use of a device referred to as a “remote substance
detector or molecular gun,” the GT-200.7 The MD was sensationally portrayed as powerful
technology recently arrived in Mexico that would bring the cartels to their knees. It was
reported as also being in use by the British military. This “Devil’s Ouija” was said to be used to
remotely detect drugs, explosives, weapons, money, missing persons, tobacco, toxins, explosives,
ivory, amongst other substances, using “diamagnetic fields” and “paramagnetic fields”
purportedly emitted by these substances from extremely large distances and even underground
and underwater. The battery-less device was claimed to have the advantage of being highly
portable and only required “static electricity” provided by the user. The GT-200 was described as
the National Defence Ministry’s (SEDENA) newest frontline weapon against organized crime in
its highly publicised National Security Strategy.8 Significant press coverage of the molecular
detector’s success continued to appear in the written press, mostly as rewrites of government
press releases documenting detectors’ successful field applications in locating drug shipments,
cartel safe-houses, making arrests, etc.
But despite the positive portrayal in the Mexican media, MDs’ legitimacy had been
disproved a number of times by military agencies since their appearance in the US in the mid1990s. MDs such as the Quadro Tracker, MOLE Programmable Detection System, GT-200,
Sniffex, ADE-651, to name a few, had been debunked both by theoretical analyses, physical
examinations and double-blind field tests carried out at Sandia National Laboratories and by the
US Navy’s Counter Terrorism Technology Task Force (Murray et al 1998; Murray 2002, US
Navy 2008). When opened (despite manufacturer’s legal threats) MDs were discovered to be
empty plastic boxes with swivelling antennae – sometimes adorned with decals and fake electric
wiring – which were being sold in the international weapons and security market as advanced
technology based on sound scientific principles. MDs were simply dowsing rods that were being
commercialized as high-tech instruments. These early tests had led to injunctions, bans and
criminal investigations against a handful of MD manufacturers in the US and EU. Nevertheless,
the bans were easily circumvented by creating new “iterations” of the devices (e.g. cosmetic
modifications plus name changes), which allowed them to be marketed to developing and
underdeveloped countries. War-ridden nations such as Iraq and Afghanistan were major fraud
targets, with the Iraqi case leading to corruption charges against top-ranked military officials.9
Very little concrete information exists on how the MD (non)technology first entered the
market in Mexico, although it seems that –as in other places in the GS where the devices were
introduced– MDs were directly marketed to government agencies by what in appearance were
legitimate import companies specializing in security and military equipment.10 In Mexico the
main importer of the GT-200 was the company SEGTEC S.A. de C.V. which still has an online
presence and claims to specialize in selling “vanguard technology… for security, detection,
intelligence and counterintelligence” to both private and public consumers; SEGTEC used to
advertise the GT-200 in its website portfolio, but has now removed the device from its offered
products.11 Freedom-of-information requests from various government agencies and purchase
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contracts have indicated that the devices were acquired in many cases following “demonstrations”
by suppliers, who in some cases also provided “training courses” along with the operating
manuals. Yet in most cases, there were not formal tests of the devices by the government agencies
themselves, and the general impression is that the devices were purchased without even minimal
questioning of sellers’ claims. Government agencies were passive purchasers of “miracletechnology” from what appeared to be otherwise reputable sellers (Reyes-Galindo 2012).
Recent post-colonial scholarship on Latin American STS has argued for the need to go
beyond the vision of technology flow into the region as a form of passive reception of “imported
magic” (Medina et al. 2014), and though the essays in that volume convincingly showcase how
many technologies are reconfigured or appropriated in Latin American contexts (see also Brandt
2014), the MD case would seem to be an anomaly in this line of thought, an example of how in
MDs indeed came into the scene as “imported magic.” I will therefore argue that, in the MD
case, Mexico suffers from being peripheral not just in terms of its position within global
technology networks, but also –and perhaps more importantly– in terms of global power
imbalances and its institutional socio-technical ability to cope with these power/knowledge
asymmetries. Mexico appears to have one foot in the post-colonial condition of immersion into
global technology networks which it can partly adapt to and appropriate, and another in an
apparently colonized, “dependency relation” in which it has little ability to challenge incoming
technological tides critically (Beatty 2015). Indeed, Anderson (2009) and other post-colonial
scholars have argued that semi-dependency “de-colonial” scenarios like these, common across
Latin America, simply make globalization a new form of old North/South military colonialism
(Maldonado-Torres 2012, Quijano 2007).
The ADE 651 and the Newsnight investigation
The ADE-651, manufactured by Global Technical Ltd. in the UK became infamous overnight
in January 2010, when it was featured in an investigative report on MDs broadcast on the BBC
Newsnight television show.12 Scientists from Cambridge University who physically examined an
ADE-651 found that the outer electronics were useless cosmetic wiring and concluded that they
were, without a doubt, fake “technology.” In response, the UK government took immediate
action, one day later banning all exports of bogus MDs to Iraq and Afghanistan where British
troops were stationed.13 The warning was put forward on 5 January, 2010, but Newsnight noted
that the Foreign Office had been aware of the device’s inefficacy since March 2009, yet had failed
to warn the Iraqi government until November of that year. Newsnight also showed that between
2001 and 2004 technicians from the Royal Engineers had been hired to promote the ADE-651
at arms fairs around the globe. A common thread across all the MD cases has been this reliance
on the trustability of technology that is sourced from ‘reputable’ sellers and manufacturers. It is
the image of technology as an inscrutable, quasi-magic object that lends it an air of infallibility.
Iraqi Major General Jehad al-Jabiri, head of the Ministry of the Interior’sGeneral Directorate for
Combating Explosives was reported by the NYT as declaring about the detectors: “Whether it’s
magic or scientific, what I care about is it detects bombs”.14
The GT-200 was in fact advertised by manufacturers as officially tested and sponsored by
the Royal Engineers. Documentary evidence shows that MD testing was carried out at RE
installations and given a favourable assessment. Responding to a query on the case by anti-MD
blogger “Techowiz,” Quentin Davies, Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State, acknowledged
that a Defense Export Services Organization test of a Global Technical device at the Royal
School of Military Engineering in Chatham was carried out by an Export Support team
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“comprising of serving military personnel provided by the MOD.” The letter, however, claimed
that
Global Technical Ltd […] produced a report that was described as a “trial.” It should not
have been described in that way as it did not meet the MOD criteria for a formal trial.
Separate Army Trials and Development Units exist for that purpose. 15
The allegedly RE sponsored report “Trial of GT200 Programmable System Detector” published
online by ADE-651 manufacturers has since been taken offline, but was made available by
British anti-MD bloggers who have been instrumental in bringing these and other MD
documents to light.16
Activism against molecular detectors in Mexico, part I: the blogosphere
An important public voice against MDs has been “skeptic” magician James Randi, who as early
as 1996 issued a US$1 million (unanswered) public challenge to ADE-651 manufacturers to
prove their device could work, published in the James Randi Foundation blog. In addition, a
number of bloggers began gathering documentary evidence and denouncing the various MDs
being used around the world. Blogger “Techowiz,” “Fraud hunter, who hates people who make
money at the risk to other peoples [sic] lives,” focused mostly on the ADE-651 since 2008;
“Peter Robinson,” “Fraud buster and hater extraordinaire. Conqueror of the conmen,” also
focused on the ADE-651 and more recent frauds like the GT-200; Bristol University professor
Bruce Hood, also interviewed for this work, has blogged on MD frauds using the results of
psychological studies on paranormal beliefs. Anti-MD blogs typically also link to the “scientific
skeptic” blogosphere, where MDs are denounced as a particularly vile incarnations of
“pseudoscience.”
In Mexico, MD frauds were copiously documented by skeptic blogger Andrés Tonini,
whose blog is currently one of the most complete repositories of worldwide MD fraud
information.17 Despite continued bureaucratic resistance from Mexican government agencies to
reveal real MD usage, on-line activist freedom-of-information requests estimate that government
agencies have spent at least $26 million dollars on bogus detectors, most of them ADE-651s and
GT-200s. Tonini and other activists have also documented how the purchases were made when
it was already public knowledge that the devices were fraudulent and that no independent testing
was carried out before the purchases were made.
Activist bloggers also made significant use of social media to disseminate information on
MDs to the public. Twitter was used to attempt to contact Mexico’s most prestigious journalists,
though with little success. Tonini recounts that only 2 replies were received after contacting 60
prominent journalists and 50 national media outlets. Tonini continues to monitor the national
press coverage of the topic, runs a dedicated Facebook page on MD frauds and has continuously
blogged about his frustration with the media’s disinterest. Tonini summarized:
Tonini: The Mexican press’s role has been pathetic. It was only after [a piece in] Milenio
newspaper that the topic started being discussed outside the Internet, but if newspaper
readers are a small minority in this country, readers of newspaper science columns are a
minority within this minority, so in practical terms this amounted to nothing. […] In
fact, not even the front page articles by Laura Castellanos in El Universal […] and by
Patricia Dávila in Proceso […] turned this topic into what it should really be: a national
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scandal. Printed-media readers are a small minority in Mexico and the main source of
information in Mexico –television– has with very few exceptions not only ignored the
topic, but in fact highly praised the alleged abilities of these devices.18
The lack of a critical press in Mexico regarding MDs – dissimilar to the UK case in which
Newsnight report was a breaking point – is a pivotal dimension in the evolution of the
controversy and in framing the MD issue not just as a case of subject-based ignorance, but as one
of widespread social misinformation that was maintained by actively keeping the issue “invisible”
and out of the public eye (Reyes-Galindo 2012).
Activism against molecular detectors in Mexico, part II: scientific activists
A second front against MDs in Mexico is a small group of individual scientists. In the MD
controversy it is not the “non-scientist citizen” who is the voice of opposition to power, but
rather the individual scientists that take up the role of “anti-establishment laypersons,”
“interested citizens” and “activists.” Most important is Luis Mochán, a senior physics researcher
who has widely written and spoken against the detectors in both academic and non-academic
settings. Mochán recounted his initial chance encounter with MDs:
Mochán: In one of the weekly notices of the APS [American Physical Society] newsletter
there was a bit of news about Mexico, saying that Mexico had been victim of fraud
because we’d purchased these devices, described exactly as the ones I’d seen before [at a
meeting where James Randi was an invited speaker]. That left me very worried, and I
decided I wanted to write something about it, but a long time passed […] even though it
was still in the back of my mind. I talked about it with friends and family, until one day I
learnt from a neighbour that in the school next-door to my own house they’d actually
gone in with their GT-200. That made me feel really angry… and nervous… to feel it so
close.19
Mochán’s direct involvement in the GT-200 controversy began with an article written for a local
newspaper20 which he mailed to local politicians. Sen. Yeidckol Polevnsky, shocked to read about
the case but thinking it was a joke, contacted Mochán. After hearing the details of the case,
Polevnksy decided to raise the matter at the Mexican Senate floor. The Senate then contacted the
Scientific Consulting Council of the Presidency (Consejo Consultivo de Ciencias, or CCC), a
body of top scientific advisors to the President of Mexico, which replied that an investigation
should be made on the subject. In September 2011, the Senate’s Science and Technology
Workgroup organized a formal meeting with “eminent scientists” to discuss the MD case.
Invited speakers included Mochán, Tonini and a handful of directors of major scientific
institutes and scientific societies. The scientific opinion was unanimous: no evidence had ever
been provided or could be reasonably formulated that the detectors worked based on any
accepted physical principles cited by manufacturers. The final talk, given by Tonini, was based
on his extensive documentary effort, concentrating on the international bans, injunctions, arrests
and international scandals surrounding the molecular detectors’ parent companies.21
A non-binding “sense of the Senate” resolution draft was written to establish the
Workgroup’s agreement that MD efficacy needed to be scrutinized immediately and was
presented at the Senate the following day. A formal resolution was not presented to the Senate
plenary until eight months after the meeting, but in a much tamer tone, calling on the
government only “to evaluate the effectiveness and functioning of the GT- 200 molecular
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detectors purchased by the Mexican government.” An even weaker final draft recommended “the
organization of workgroups with the Mexican scientific community and departments from the
federal public administration” to discuss the device’s efficacy. The resolution ended by noting
that it was the CCC’s duty to formally advise the Presidency concerning technical matters and
that the evaluation of the GT-200 should be delegated to it (no mention is made of the ADE651, which during the Senate meeting Tonini had clearly stressed was also being used in
Mexico).22 The CCC, however, never issued any official pronouncements on the MD case.
Bogus molecular detectors as court evidence in Mexico
The Senate’s involvements had no real practical outcomes and bloggers continued documenting
extensive MD use by military personnel. In March 2011 Reforma newspaper published an article
in which Mexican Academy of Sciences (AMC) president Arturo Menchaca was cited as
denouncing that MDs were fraudulent devices, contrasting them to real detector technology as
used, for example, in airport security checkpoints.23 Upon reading the article, Mochán decided to
contact the Reforma journalist, who showed further interest to write about MDs. Some weeks
later, Mochán was contacted by the defense lawyer in a case involving an arrest carried out using
the GT-200 who read the Reforma articles. Agreeing to help, Mochán carried out a detailed
analysis of the GT-200 operation manual that could be used by the lawyer in court:
Mochán: The lawyer forwarded me the MD operators’ court statements. Each time they
arrest someone using the detectors, the operator goes before the judge and describes how
they were walking down such and such street, and then how the MD antenna turned
pointing towards such and such place. After this account, they explain how the detector
works [based on the MD manuals]. I had eight of these statements at hand, all identical,
so obviously it’s just a cut-and-paste text.24
Mochán suggested to the lawyer that the most objective way to proceed was to carry doubleblind testing and thus empirically prove that the device did not work. Much to his surprise, the
lawyer told him it was not a strategy likely to succeed:
Mochán: I told the lawyer, “look, this is obviously bogus. What we need is for the judge
to order a double-blind test.” The lawyer explained to me that in Mexico a judge will
never order such a test, unless from the start the judge has an argument which contradicts
a previous one. So what I did was to analyse the molecular detector technical
specifications line by line, which I thought was absurd given what the technical
specifications say, but I still did it anyway.25
Mochán published a report of his findings on his own personal blog, in which he carefully argued
why the results could not work from physical first principles (Mochán 2011) and was called in as
a court expert to provide formal evidence against GT-200 usage. Unfortunately no public
information exists on whether the case has been resolved. In a related case that gained visibility
when picked up by the widely circulated El Universal newspaper, Ernesto Cayetano, a member of
the mixe indigenous group, was detained on drug charges after having been “pointed out” by a
bogus detector at an Army checkpoint.26 Cayetano’s case was taken up by a young district judge
who upon scrutinizing the accusing party’s arguments based on detector “evidence” decided to
use scientific expertise to judge their efficacy. Mochán’s analysis of the user manual eventually led
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to Cayetano’s release, and there are at least two similar cases where Mochán’s work directly led to
releases.27
During that time, the Mexican Human Rights Commission issued an “official
recommendation” on the GT-200, described as a “device [used] for the detection of drugs,
weapons and explosives, amongst other substances, which functions using the static electricity
produced by the human body.”28 Although the recommendation acknowledges that foreign
governments had deemed the detectors fraudulent, it also stated that “the fact of its being used,
independently of its effectiveness or lack thereof, is a violation to individuals’ right of privacy in
their homes.” The Report thus refrained from accepting the scientific consensus that MDs were
bogus devices. CNDH president Raúl Plascencia Villanueva later spoke out against the use of the
detectors, but surprisingly referred to them as devices “more fraudulent than trustable,” in
opposition to scientific opinion that there could be no science behind MDs.
Previous studies on controversies linked to imported technologies in Mexico have
similarly highlighted the extraordinary difficulties for local, citizen and activist positions to effect
an impact on local politics and policy. In their study of Zapatista corn Bonneuil et al. (2014)
illustrated how local knowledge about corn is turned “invisible” in global scientific debates on
genetically modified food, which in turn allowed the Mexican government to manage it as “non
scientific” and overturn previous anti-GM policy to conform to agro-industry views. Mathews
(2008, 2013) has carried out extensive ethnographies of the epistemic practices of Mexican
forestry agencies, concluding that secrecy, disinformation and misinformation are consistently
used in Mexican policymaking practices; but, as in the present work, he has also pointed out the
deeply negative consequences that this has for policy outcomes. The MD case is another example
of how “ignorance” and rendering knowledge invisible are part of Mexican civic epistemologies,
or the “institutionalized practices by which members of a given society… test and deploy [or
make invisible] knowledge claims used as a basis for making collective choices” (Jasanoff 2005).
The GT-200 in court: Mexico and UK
In a case that would turn out to be critical to the MD scandal, the GT-200 was used by the
Mexican Army to detain two women on drug-trafficking charges. The presiding judge, however,
accepted the demand that the GT-200 be scientifically tested. A double-blind test was planned
where only the Army’s “expert users” would handle the device themselves, in order to avoid later
objections that MDs had been mishandled. The test occurred in November 2011 at a warehouse
owned by the Mexican Academy of Sciences with a double-blind protocol designed by Mochán
and a fellow physicist from Morelos state. The final report concluded that “the GT200 proved
completely ineffective as an instrument to detect the substances and munitions used as the
sample when the operator ignores beforehand where the substance has been hidden” (Mochán
and Ramírez-Solís 2013). The report was subsequently published in the arXiv preprint server,
one of the most widely used paper dissemination platforms in the physics profession.
In response, the Mexican Attorney General’s office filed an appeal that challenged the
decision to discard the GT-200 as court evidence. Supreme Court minister J. R. Cossío Díaz
used the Court’s power to assert jurisdiction on high-relevance appeals (“facultad de atracción”)
hoping to establish binding precedent for future cases and to determine “if the data produced by
this detector can be considered as evidence in penal processes.”29 As a stalling tactic, the Defense
Ministry refused to provide the GT-200s for testing and eventually the General Attorney’s Office
dropped the challenge. The detectors were thus never tested and no legal precedent against MD
use could be established. According to its last publication on the topic, the Supreme Court has
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ruled similarly to the HRC recommendation – only in respect to molecular detector evidence not
being grounds for home searches and thus establishing only very limited restrictions on MD
use.30
Nevertheless, the arXiv report was picked up by the MIT Technology Review blog,
giving it additional visibility.31 London police noticed this post and Mochán was requested to
provide oral evidence based on the published analysis against British MD manufacturers Gary
Bolton and James McCormick. Ironically, while being continuously ignored in Mexico, Mochán
testified at the Old Bailey criminal court in the trial that eventually led to Bolton’s incarceration
(Bolton received 7 years, McCormick 10). It was also learnt that Bolton’s company made £3
million per year, with each MD selling for around £10,000. McCormick sold approximately
7,000 devices, with total profits of around £50 million. Two other individuals have been since
convicted in the UK on MD frauds.32 In Mexico, not a single individual has stood trial regarding
MD purchases, sales promotion or misuse.

A view from the other side of the controversy: users’ belief in molecular detector efficacy
Accounts by scientists involved in the case provide an indirect view of MD military users’
perspectives. In his presentation during the Senate meeting, UNAM physicist Alejandro Frank
described his experience discussing MDs with Mexican Navy personnel who had actually used
them in the field. In Frank’s opinion, MD users definitely did believe that the MDs were based
on top-of-the-line technology:
Frank: I’ve had the opportunity to occasionally talk to personnel from the Navy and I’ve
come to realize that they sincerely believe that these devices work. The scientific
community is not affirming there is bad faith behind the purchase of this equipment. We
do think, however… that you are underutilising the country’s scientific capacity to make
decisions. 33
When Mochán had the chance to test the detectors alongside Army personnel during the AMC
tests, he similarly observed that users were genuinely shocked at the end of the trial to find out
the device did not work:
Mochán: Everyone who went to carry out the test was participating with very good will.
Nobody was really trying to fool us. The [Army] people who were working the devices
did believe the devices worked at the beginning of the test, and they did everything very,
very honestly.
While the skeptical literature and the scientific critique has concentrated on individualistic,
psychological explanations of “fraud”, the psychology of error and “pseudoscience” to explain
MD proliferation,34 these accounts fail to elucidate the breadth and locality of the MD
phenomenon across different national settings. Individualistic accounts, for example, fail to fully
explain why the phenomenon played out so markedly different across the GN/GS divide, while
serious accounts of fraud require a much more comprehensive sociological scrutiny.
To understand the proliferation of MDs one must note that unlike in GN settings,
scientific-military relations in Mexico are generally moulded by deep, historical antagonism and
even hostility (López-Montiel 2000). The FOI queries gathered by Tonini show that although
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the first two government agencies to purchase the detectors claim to have “tested” the detectors,
no information was provided as to how the tests were carried out; other government agencies
admitted to purchasing the devices without carrying out any sort of testing (Tonini 2010).
Insofar as can be gathered from the available documents, the purchases were made after nonrigorous “demonstration” sessions by the bogus detector marketing companies. Frank reported to
have his help refused by three different Navy senior officers, even when extreme discretion on
testing results was also offered (Dávila 2012). According to anecdotal accounts from different
scientists involved in the controversy, military personnel made personal comments regarding
higher-ranking officers blatantly ignoring technical experts within the military organization that
were skeptical of MDs. Online military discussion forums dealing with the GT200 and other
detectors often include strong opposition to scientific opinion when it challenges military views:
Military discipline […] is something that you clearly do not understand. I’ve read your
posts and even though you think we have “blind faith” [in the detectors] this has nothing
to do with faith. Military orders always have a reason for being, but it is clearly
something that only we in the military understand.
With all due respect to fellow users, these [molecular detectors] really do work. If the
SEDENA, SEMAR, PGR and all other nationwide police forces are using it, do you
think they really can’t work? I’m no physicist or a chemist, but the government would
not spend so much money on devices that don’t work!
Also, despite the fact that the Army is often involved in corruption scandals, major human right
violation cases and mass killings, national perception polls consistently find that public trust on
the Army remains reasonably high and that the public has extremely high approval ratings for the
use of the military in curving cartel and organized crime (Mitofsky 2014). In contrast, public
perception of science is at best ambivalent according to empirical investigations such as the
National Poll on Public Perception of Science and Technology (ENPECYT).35 Other consultations
run by the Mexican National Academy of Sciences and UNAM confirm this trend (De la Peña
2005). In this sense, not only did anti-MD activism have to play out within a social system
where the perception of science is initially weak and of the military sentiment strong, but also
had to oppose an institution that has a much greater political and social standing.
There is strong evidence that top ranking officials were heavily involved in corruption
and bribery in relation to detector purchases, similar to the pattern found in other countries by
the British MD criminal trials. Mexican investigative magazine Contralínea reported that a highlevel Army colonel recently committed suicide after an official investigation was begun related to
charges of corruption in several multi-million dollar purchases of military equipment, including
MDs. “Sources from the National Defence Ministry sustain that [the colonel] was under
enormous pressure due to an investigation against him from the Armed Forces General
Accounting Investigations Office, and also because of the audit on the purchase of the GT-200
alleged molecular detectors, that meant a fraud was committed against the Ministry and the
federal treasury amounting to MX$211 million [around USD$20 million].” 36
There is of course the possibility that the Military might have been fully aware of MDs
ineffectiveness and that they knowingly used a constructed (non)technology facade to enforce
discretionary power, but the hypothesis sits outside empirical access, barring of a full-blown
internal investigation. As Rappert and Balmer (2015, page 334) point out, using various forms of
ignorance and secrecy as a strategic device is a common practice in military, intelligence and
security settings, and yet “often lack of disclosure about the basis for such evaluations and the use
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of hypothetical scenarios to justify contested technologies has raised doubts for some.” The
limited documentary evidence and freedom-of-information documents do not by themselves
confirm or refute this hypothesis. While some government agencies and local institutions claim
to have “tested” the devices or have witnessed tests, others confess to have simply purchased them
without much thought on the matter of efficacy. The military agencies had been approached by a
sufficient number of reputable individuals decrying the fraud, yet the Executive branch at the
highest levels not only resisted but indeed actively fought against the criticism in court. My
analysis of the MD case is rather more damning than Rappert and Balmer’s position: by ignoring
the views of interested citizen-scientists and citizen-activists and that of the international
scientific community around the devices, the Mexican government turned MDs into an
instrument of violence; violence as “[the] capacity to allow arbitrary decisions, and thus to avoid
the kind of debate, clarification and renegotiation typical of more egalitarian social relations”
(Graeber 2006).
An ambassador intercedes
Finally, the blatantly unethical role of external actors using national-scientific prestige and
carrying out political lobbying to “push” MDs into an already vulnerable social matrix should be
strongly scrutinized. There is ample evidence of significant involvement by the UK Government
in promoting the detectors during the first stages of the Mexican episode. Even discounting the
infamous Royal Engineer Report,37 investigative journalism aided by blogger activism has shown
that the British embassy was actively involved in promoting meetings between MD salesmen and
Mexican government officials, paving the way for consultations between convicted fraudster
Gary Bolton and high ranking Mexican politicians for a modest fee (Booth 2014). While exAmbassador Giles Paxman claimed he was always unaware that the devices were fraudulent,
Freedom of Information Act documentary evidence shows the Home Office had analyzed
Bolton’s detectors eight years prior to the Mexican controversy and that memos warning about
the scam had been widely circulated in Whitehall and various branches of government.
Documentation obtained by investigative journalists also shows a Trade and Investment Officer
from UKTI, based at the British Embassy in Mexico, describing to Bolton how UKTI had
arranged presentations with National Security and Attorney General personnel from Jalisco state
to promote Bolton’s product, as well as future possibilities to open a market with the state of Baja
California Norte (both Jalisco and Baja California are territories suffering strongly from cartel
violence): 38
Giles Paxman has already sent introductory letters to Municipal and State Governments
in Baja California about the world-class status of the UK security industry and our offer
to travel to Mexicali and Tijuana with relevant UK companies (hopefully yourselves) in
order to deliver presentations on innovative technologies that can be of great interest to
them.
However, when the scandal erupted in full, the Government washed its hands declaring that
these were simply “common practices” in promoting British products abroad, but as Ennals
(2014, p. 138-139) comments on the case:
We are left with questions of responsibility. The fraudster has been jailed. An ambassador
was retired but without explanation. […] The UK is committed to supporting UK arms
manufacturers. They seek international markets, but are wary of publicity. They make it
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clear that the government accepts no responsibility for the products sold, and their
subsequent use, but potential customers may have a different impression. Of course, if
transactions are shrouded in secrecy, difficult questions will not be asked.
Not without irony, and despite the havoc, injustice and violation of human rights that were
enabled by British legislation that permits (non)technology to be used in settings where there are
no immediate British interests at stake, Mochán’s expertise and testimony were utilized by
prosecutors in the UK to convict notorious MD fraudsters. Although the British Embassy in
Mexico declared that the promotion of MD devices stopped when it was learned that the MDs
involved fraudulent technology, Mochán himself has remarked upon the ample documentation
that shows the Embassy’s active involvement at a time when the devices were known to be
ineffective. The documentary evidence shows that the Embassy should have been aware the
devices were fraudulent, but neither Paxman nor any other British official has ever been called
into account.39
The patent disregard for anything lying outside of immediate British interests and British
lives reminds one of Kurt Vonnegut’s diatribe against imperial attitudes in Bluebeard: “This state
of mind allows too many of us to lie and cheat and steal from the rest of us, to sell us junk…”
Institutional responses to MDs in Mexico
According to Levi (2008, 392) for the occurrence of large-scale international fraud to occur a
variety of conditions must be met, so that “offenders may start with differential access to local,
national or international resources, but the exploitation of inter-state and international regulatory
and criminal justice asymmetries—e.g. different levels of enforcement in the states or countries in
which the fraudsters operate—represents a positive advantage for fraud compared with most
other crimes.” In order to analyze the Mexican MD fraud beyond a reductive psychological
framework, one must therefore structure the episode beyond a “confidence trick” set-up in which
manufacturers and Mexican military personnel respectively played the roles of fraudsters and
“marks” (Schur 1957). In this paper I have illustrated that the Mexican MD case was indeed
framed in the social and cultural characteristics required by Levi – a deteriorated political
environment and a failed national policy to curb cartel influence; pre-existing high levels of
institutional corruption; timid opposition from non-military institutions inside Mexico such as
the press, judiciary and legislative powers; and finally, the role of a powerful external actor with
access to political influence in the British government’s deep involvement.
However, being a case of technological fraud and given its envelopment in the rhetoric of
science, it remains to be explained why the scientific community did not act as a barrier or a
voice to the fraud. Although individual scientists such as Mochán, Frank and Menchaca played a
role in voicing their opinion on MD usage, the role of scientific institutions, which could have
supported their position, turned out insignificant:
Mochán: The AMC [Mexican National Academy of Sciences] has manifested its opinion
only through the voice of Arturo Menachaca, never institutionally. The Academy has
never taken a stance, except when Menchaca sent a letter to the Secretary General of the
Defence Ministry as President of the AMC, offering the help of the scientific community
to design a test protocol.
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Similarly, when the Supreme Court approached the AMC for help in analyzing the Attorney
General’s appeal, the AMC did not take a proactive stance and made no public pronouncements.
In another description of the scientific community’s lack of institutional involvement, Mochán
explained how UNAM’s collegiate bodies consistently ignored his pleas to take an institutional
position regarding the detectors, notwithstanding the fact that they were aware of the harm the
devices were causing. This is not trivial, as UNAM’s political leverage is extremely important in
Mexican national politics and official pronouncements from the University have definite political
weight:
Mochán: It is very troubling that universities have not involved themselves in the
discussion. I sent a letter to the Consejo Universitario [the highest collegiate body within
UNAM] … and they said, “no, no, this type of public engagement is uncommon. You’d
better make this letter disappear.” I withdrew the letter, but they promised that the
Consejo Técnico de la Investigación Científica [CTIC, the highest ranking UNAM
scientific collegiate body] was going to take up the subject. But they said to me “look, it’s
better to not make a fuss about it. It’s better to negotiate and speak person-to-person
with these people” … The director of the institute I work in talked to the UNAM
Attorney General about the matter, but the Attorney said the only thing the CTIC could
do was to suggest a public test, and only that. They preferred to “let it die in silence.”
Mochán was also explicitly warned that at no time should he present his position as that of
UNAM, making any possible critique of the detectors merely as the opinion of a lone
individual.40
Mochán: It would be trivial to have an institutional position on the subject [through the
CTIC] instead of the opinion of a lone madman. I’ve been warned, “Be careful. You and
only you are responsible for anything you say. That is not what UNAM says. Don’t dare
to go on and say that is UNAM’s opinion.” And why the hell should UNAM not have an
opinion?! Of course I can’t talk for UNAM, but there are people who could. Why don’t
they do it? That not only makes me feel hopeless. It quite angers me.
In a similar fashion, though directly supporting the President (the head of the Mexican Armed
Forces) the CCC also abstained from emitting an institutional response:
Mochán: The President of the CCC is my friend. He is supposedly a personal advisor to
the President and he knows about this matter. […] But the Presidency has never called
up the CCC, and the CCC has never had the initiative to say “the CCC has analyzed this
matter and it is clearly a fraud.” People prefer to not make noise about it. [emphasis added]
Commenting on Mochán’s failures to attract an institutional response from the scientific
community, Tonini also remarked on the generalized apathy of Mexican scientists to calls for
further involvement:
Tonini: Sadly, I am not surprised. It is a symptom of this apathy that the only scientist
(or any person with a knowledge of physics) that ever replied to me was someone from
Spain. Of all the Mexicans whom I wrote to, or who through common friends I was able
to put the data in their hands asking for help to show all the lies behind this
pseudoscientific nonsense, nobody ever answered. And there were plenty of them.
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Having had the possibility of being a safeguard or at least a voice against the MD fraud, political
interests seem to have set the agenda for these scientific institutions. In preferring “not to make a
noise about it,” one again sees echoes of non-knowledge and managed-ignorance as an intrinsic
part of the Mexican political system, one in which – like for the political actors in Fuentes’ novels
– silence and behind-the-door dealings are the only recommendable courses of action in the face
of infamy and abuses of power.
Conclusions
The following table summarizes the different institutional dimensions that played a part in the
handling of the MD controversy in the US, UK and Mexico:
Response
Media

US
Sparse, critical
coverage including
local and scientific
media.

Scientific/academic National labs and
institutions
scientific government
bodies involved in
early testing of
devices and written
reports.
Law enforcement
Scientific testing of
and military
devices in national
agencies
laboratories and
nationwide bans and
alerts.
Judicial
institutions

Relatively fast
reaction to scientific
analyses of devices.
Charges raised
against some
manufacturers.

Legislative
institutions

Minimal
involvement.

UK
Sparse but very critical.
Investigative journalism
critical in disseminating
MD fraud.
Academic opinion
decisive in informing
the public of device
frauds through media.

Mexico
Negligible critical
uptake, even after
fraud uncovered by
isolated investigative
reports.
No institutional
responses. Isolated
individual activism.

Immediate bans when
involving UK personnel.
Ambiguous attitude
abroad.

Active opposition to
scientific testing.
Continued to use
MDs despite
evidence against
them.

Slow but definitive
action against device
fraud. Heavy fraud
convictions against
manufacturers. Expert
opinion used as trial
evidence in fraud cases.
Slow and unconvincing
response to detector use
outside of UK.

Individual scrutiny by
a few judges;
inconclusive response
at the highest level.
No legal precedent set
against MDs.

Slow and ineffective
reaction.

The table highlights the significant difference in responses between two GN nations’ handling of
MDs and the Mexican case – many of the structural characteristics discussed above could clearly
be extrapolated to many other GS locations, and certainly across Latin America. While the GN
nations could rely on one of many institutional filters to protect from the use of
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(non)technology, for Mexico the lack of visible institutional responses to the MD crisis is critical in
understanding the episode. The use of MDs in Mexico has apparently declined and nowadays
there are only very sporadic reports by activists of their use. The case seems to have slipped into
oblivion and the only other major response was a document by a Lower Chamber representative
to begin an inquiry into the GT200 case in 2014, causing no further action.41 It seems then that
the Mexican Government’s generalized tactic of letting a grave issue “die in silence” – along with
the press, the UNAM authorities, the Supreme Court, the CCC and the British Government–
was successful in avoiding public embarrassment for many. Also avoided were public scrutiny, a
deep understanding of the issues at stake and the fortification of a democratic approach to
demarcating technology from (non)technology. Critically, still missing is a comprehensive
detailing and full revision of all on-going judicial cases where MDs were used to detain persons,
and thus of righting what could be thousands of unwarranted and illegal detentions.
In terms of its relevance to recent calls for more “situated” and “engaged” STS
scholarship, the case has involved actors that do not fit comfortably inside the traditional STS
policymaking frameworks and therefore destabilizes focus on the direct translation of expert vs.
layperson discussions as understood in the dominant STS models. The figures of scientist-asactivist, scientist-as-citizen, the underpowered-scientist and the uninterested-public display the
vast differences between North and South circumstances, and thus underscore the need to create
models of scientific and technological policymaking that from the start reflect these dissimilarities
in their approach to policymaking and science-politics relations. The MD case also shows the
power that a nuanced constructivist account can have, in highlighting the different outcomes that
come from holding different positions on both the discursive and the realized impact of science
on societies, and on social and political justice in different settings. In this sense, it is not enough
to simply analyze the MD episode and provide an analytical, “symmetrical” account of
(non)technology construction, without, as Winner (1993) remarked, taking full consideration of
the impact that these (non)technologies have in the societies that enable them, and on the role
that carrying out these tasks can have in promoting different social relations between sciences and
societies.
Secondly, the MD case brings attention to the critically important role that scientific
institutions have in national contexts that are unprepared for the introduction of “globalized”
destabilizing science, technology and (non)technology due to their “peripheral” positions
(Batteau 2009, Hwang 2007). It also highlights the unethical nature of a GN nation that allows
the proliferation of homemade (non)technology due to its economic self-interests; it
simultaneously also shows that a corresponding lack of appropriation of science by a GS nation
almost ensures its vulnerability to these unethical practices. The case finally illustrates the
consequences against open democratic deliberation on technological issues implied by the lack of
strong, autonomous and socially engaged scientific institutions. In this sense, the analysis of
(non)technology diffusion presented here coincides with Rodríguez Medina’s (2014, 237) view
that “Analysing dependence is not… an attempt to move the burden of responsibility to the
centres of production” but rather that, “the mechanisms developed in the periphery contribute to
the asymmetry between local and foreign knowledge.”
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